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 The Complete Book Of Shoes
by Marta Morales

ISBN: 9781770851245
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Firefly Books
Pub. Date: 2013-07-25
Pages: 600
Price: $49.95

Hundreds of contemporary shoe designs in brilliant color.  
  There's something about shoes. Fashionable women will tell you that the shoes make the outfit and they could never have too many in their closet. For them
this book will be a very fashionable treat.  
  b>The Complete Book of Shoes is an indulgent feast of footwear. It brings the fantasy and possibility of 533 extraordinary shoes to the shoe addict's wish
list. The inventive designs and meticulous adornment are testament to the astonishing creativity and craftmanship found at the highest levels of fashion.  
  The Complete Book of Shoes gives readers a guided tour through the world's fashion capitals, from Paris and London to Tokyo, New York and Rome, with
stops at the ateliers of the world's most avant-garde show designers. These are            the creations of Pons Quitana, Paco Gil, Victoria Spruce, Iris Morata,
CuplÃ©, Barbara Bui, BF Coleccion Europa, Caramelo, Chie Miraha, Ellen Ver Beek and many more.  
  This exciting book is a practical and inspirational resource for both working and aspiring shoe designers as well as stylists and wardrobe professionals. For
fashionistas and shoe lovers everywhere, no matter their shoe allowance, it is pure eye candy.

 Guinness World Records 2014
Officially Amazing
by Guinness

ISBN: 9781897553282
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Guinness World Records
Pub. Date: 2013-09-10
Pages: 
Price: $24.46

Jam-packed and bursting with new and updated achievements, GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS 2014 covers everything from the tallest to the shortest,
from animals to machines, and from the amazing to the astonishing. The GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS 2014 edition features an all-new design and more
images than ever before, including more than 100 brand new, original photos you won't find anywhere else.

 Oxford's Atlas Of The World
by OXFORD

ISBN: 9780199328468
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Atlas of the World
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2013-10-15
Pages: 448
Price: $89.95

The only world atlas updated annually, guaranteeing that users will find the most current geographic information, Oxford's Atlas of the World is the most
authoritative atlas on the market. Full of crisp, clear cartography of urban areas and virtually uninhabited landscapes around the globe, the Atlas is filled with
maps of cities and regions at carefully selected scales that give a striking view of the Earth's surface.     Opening with world statistics and a colorful,
instructive 48-pageIntroduction to World Geography - beautifully illustrated with tables and graphs - this acclaimed resource provides details on numerous
topics of geographic significance, such as climate change, food and water supply, biodiversity, energy, global conflict, and landforms. The popular satellite
image section has been refreshed with stunning new images, while all country descriptions have been updated to reflect the latest developments around the
world.     Existing maps now depict dozens of new features and additions to the landscape, such as the Santa Maria volcano in Guatemala and a major new
container port in Brazil, while new inset maps of Hainan province in China and the United Arab Emirates (coloured for political boundaries) offer expanded
coverage of these regions as compared to previous editions.     Providing the finest global coverage available, the Atlas of the World is not only the best-
selling volume of its size and price, but also the benchmark by which all other atlasesare measured.
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 Oxford's New Concise World Atlas

by OXFORD

ISBN: 9780199829811
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Pub. Date: 2013-09-11
Pages: 224
Price: $45.00

With hundreds of dramatic, full-color, large-format maps produced by Europe's finest team of cartographers, the fourth edition of the New Concise World
Atlas solidifies Oxford's position as the only publisher of regularly updated atlases at every desirable size and price.     Containing over 100 pages of the
most up-to-date topographic and political maps, the New Concise World Atlas also features a new front section of satellite imagery to replace the old "Earth
in Space" section, as wellas new detailed maps of the ocean seafloors. In addition to this new front section, there are 16 extra pages of world maps for this
new edition covering areas such as Kazakhstan, Central Asia, Egypt, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Peru, and Brazil.     Recent changes to the world's
geography are thoroughly captured in this edition; fully updated tables and world statistics provide data on climate, population, area, and physical
dimensions. Finally, an index with over 58,000 items make searching forlesser-known locales quick and easy.     Truly international in scope, created with
meticulous care, and reflecting the very latest political developments and census information, Oxford's New Concise World Atlas, Fourth Edition achieves
the highest standard among international map resources. This engaging and affordable resource is second to none in the superb quality of its maps, the
breadth of its coverage, and its easy-to-use convenience.

 Ripley's Believe It or Not! Dare To Look!
by Ripley's

ISBN: 9781609910778
Binding: Hardback 
Series: ANNUAL
Publisher: Ripley Publishing
Pub. Date: 2013-09-10
Pages: 256
Price: $23.06

Dare to Look! is the 10th book - and best yet - in the phenomenal bestselling Ripley's Believe It or Not! annual series. It offers up the world of weird in an all-
new collection of unbelievable stories from across the globe. The new Ripley's Believe It or Not! app allows hidden content in the book to come alive.

Jam-packed with a mind-boggling selection of incredible facts, crazy stories, jaw-dropping pictures, lists and interviews, this fantastic book also comes with
bonus hidden content that's accessible using our Ripley's Believe It or Not! app. Step right into the world of Ripley's and see it come alive by scanning the
special oddSCAN(TM) logos with a smartphone to reveal exclusive videos, images and more. Organised into thematic chapters, the crazy stories are
illustrated with a wealth of amazing images throughout.

Published annually, with brand new extraordinary material every year, this interactive series presents the best of Ripley's Believe It or Not!
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 Terra Maxima

The Records of Humankind
by Wolfgang Kunth

ISBN: 9781770852426
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Firefly Books
Pub. Date: 2013-10-03
Pages: 576
Price: $49.95

The greatest achievements of humankind in one stunning volume.   
  From the most widely used languages and scripts, to the great religious communities, to the giant structures and the technological successes of the modern
age -- this volume offers a fascinating overview of the records and achievements of civilization in their entirety and diversity.   
  More than 3000 color photographs taken by top photographers around the world celebrate the cultural and technological touchstones of human history.
Ranking lists provide at-a-glance overviews while descriptive captions give substantial information on a number of topics. Concise text tells of the economic
developments and population growth in our megacities, the pioneering work done in science and technology, and the remarkable innovations in the
construction of museums, theaters, libraries and sports venues, among many other human            achievements.   
  The book is set out in ten chapters, each covering dozens of topics laid out in double-page spreads filled with brilliant photographs of structures and
technology.   
   Countries and Nations: biggest land masses, populations, industrial production, exports
   Cities: biggest areas, infrastructures, capital buildings
   Languages and Scripts: most widely spoken and written languages, most books published
   Faith and Religion: biggest cathedrals, mosques and synagogues; most populous religions; ...

 The Ultimate Survival Manual: Canadian Edition
Urban Adventure, Wilderness Survival, Disaster Preparedness
by Rich Johnson

ISBN: 9781616286682
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Weldon Owen
Pub. Date: 2013-10-01
Pages: 256
Price: $29.99

Whether you're lost in the woods, facing an angry grizzly, or trapped in a blackout that takes down Toronto, the experts at Outdoor Life magazine are the
people you want on your side. This top-selling book is now available in a special Canadian edition with content targeted to intrepid Canadians . . . at home
and wherever they may travel.When disaster strikes, time is of the essence. The people who survive are those who know what to do . . . they have their "bug
out bags" packed, their travel essentials saved, their family prepared, and their cars gassed up and ready to go. Everyone wants to believe that they are that
person--the one who would prevail whether they found themselves facing an angry bear, a killer snowstorm, or a revolution in a third-world country. Filled
with clear, concise instructions, helpful diagrams, essential checklists, and inspirational first-person stories, this book is a fascinating armchair read that
might just save the reader's life. Special content is targeted to situation Canadians might need to survive, including animal attacks, extreme weather, and
wilderness conditions. Sprinkled throughout are real-life "extreme survival" stories that inform and entertain. Even if the most terrifying thing you've ever
survived is a riot at a hockey game, this book is a must-read.
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